Garden of Life

Garden of Life Deploys Cloud Label Service
for Increased Labeling Efficiency, Accuracy

ABOUT GARDEN OF LIFE

Headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, Garden of Life (GoL) is the number-one brand in the natural products
industry. Major GoL customers include Whole Foods, ShopRite, and The Vitamin Shoppe. From vitamins to protein bars,
GoL’s focus is producing healthy foods that are USDA-organic and non-GMO certified. Because of their high-quality
ingredients, traceability, and ethical sourcing, GoL is among a select few Certified-B corporations, an achievement
attained by companies with the highest social and environmental standards. GoL’s warehouse in Freedom, PA houses
their new line of CBD products.

THE CHALLENGES

New product line

Garden of Life offers a variety of natural commodities and recently developed a new line of CBD products. A few months
prior to releasing the CBD line, Garden of Life’s 3PL provider instituted a policy against handling CBD products. This
policy left GoL with the challenges of handling its new CBD line in-house and separately from the rest of its warehouse,
including printing labels for inventory and outbound orders.

Rapid implementation

GoL needed the new labeling system to be implemented rapidly due to product-launch time constraints. The new CBD
product release was two months after solution implementation; any delays would have been costly and negatively
affected GoL’s reputation with their customers.

ERP integration

GoL also required the new labeling system to be compatible with their existing ERP, provide a centralized label repository
to ensure label-versioning control, have a sophisticated rules engine for selection of label templates by customer,
automate the whole printing process, and integrate with carrier systems to generate shipment labels. In short, GoL was
looking for a quickly deployed, cost-effective, seamless, fully integrated, automated labeling solution that would allow
them to maintain supply chain visibility and optimize warehouse operations. A cumbersome, unreliable, or expensive
labeling solution would render the CBD line impractical. According to Garden of Life’s Mike Falco, Director of Supply
Chain, “we needed a comprehensive labeling solution that could be integrated into our current EBS and be fully
operational with minimal supervision within a few weeks.”
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“We needed a
comprehensive labeling
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current EBS and be fully
operational with minimal
supervision within a
few weeks.”
Mike Falco,
Director of Supply Chain

THE SOLUTION

After evaluating several labeling solutions, GoL selected Cloud Label Service (CLS). CLS empowers Garden of Life to
easily upload and manage its label templates, automate label printing for business events, and integrate seamlessly with
carriers like UPS, with all the benefits of a cloud-based solution.

Easily manage label templates

Garden of Life uses CLS to manage all six of its CBD label templates through CLS dynamic web service functionality
integrated with Oracle EBS. CLS serves as a single source of truth to centralize all label templates and access them from
any device or location. Label changes and updates are now instantly rolled out throughout the supply chain.

Automated label printing

Garden of Life utilizes a single web service to auto print labels for a variety of business events including pick release, LPN
creation, ship confirmation, and carrier integration. After a pertinent business event triggers in EBS, the web service is
called to provide all required information to CLS. CLS then matches label data with the correct template and auto prints
the label for quick and easy processing.

Carrier integration

Upon ship confirmation from Oracle EBS a web service to CLS provides all relevant information to auto-print both internal
shipping documents along with an automated call out to UPS to print carrier shipping documents including a UPS label.
The built-in carrier adapter in CLS can be tailored to easily switch carriers to FedEx and USPS (or others) as needed.
Additionally, CLS updates the tracking number in Oracle for each shipment shipped via CLS.
CLS was rapidly implemented, providing GoL with a cost-effective labeling solution that seamlessly integrates with EBS
and UPS. CLS now reliably handles label generation and printing for an average of 250 daily orders for 33 SKUs and
more than 56,000 labels to date.

“Gaea helped Garden of
Life open a new warehouse
in record time and their
Cloud Label Service
(CLS) was a critical piece
of the project, reducing
development time and
increasing quality and
reliability. Partnering with
Gaea for all things supply
chain has been one of our
best decisions ever!”
Christy Poe, Sr Director IT
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Centralized label
templates provide
easy access across
entire CBD line

Single source of
truth for accurate
label data

Automated label
printing

Rules-based label
template selection

Rapid
implementation
and integration with
Oracle EBS / UPS
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